After decades in which diatheses dominated research on the diathesis-stress models of depression, increasing attention to stress and stress-depression mechanisms is in the forefront of efforts to understand depression and treat it effectively. Supplementing research on known risk factors and moderators (such as demographic, cognitive, relational, family, and personality characteristics) of the stress-depression association, much work now focuses on experiences of early life stress, acute stressors, and chronic stress and their developmental features and neurobiological mechanisms relevant to depression. The review briefly highlights the current status of risk factors, HPA axis, neural, and genetic approaches, noting conceptual and methodological challenges.
Introduction
Stressful life events have long been recognized and studied as robust predictors of depression. However, most people who have major stressful events do not get depressed, leading researchers to refine the issue of why Person A develops depression following stressful experiences but Person B does not. Questions about the moderators of the stress-depression link have predominated until more recent years in which there has been increasing interest in mechanisms, especially biological, by which stress triggers depression. This brief review attempts to highlight recent developments and current issues for contemporary researchers in which stress is at the forefront of models of depression.
Developments in conceptualization and measurement of depression and stress
Changing constructs and methodologies applied to 'stress' and 'depression' clearly shape current research strategies. Some of the major findings of latter part of the 20th century were enabled by development of a reliable diagnostic classification system that sparked new areas of research, rapidly generating new theories of depression and major treatment advances. Nevertheless, there is widespread recognition that diagnosis-based research in depression has obscured enormous heterogeneity, which along with comorbidity, impedes precision and reproducibility of research findings [1, 2] . Future research efforts are increasingly being directed toward alternative conceptualizations of the phenotype, including refining intermediate phenotypes [3, 4, 5 ] and relating processes to transdiagnostic conceptualizations and dimensional measures [6] .
Similarly, 'stress' conceptualizations evolved from focus on acute negative life events and easily administered but conceptually and methodologically limited assessments including checklists and questionnaires of perceived stress [7] to a much wider array of constructs and tools. Improvements include interview-based, objective measures of negative life event occurrence and severity [7] . Notably, there has also been increasing recognition of two additional but vitally important realms of stress exposure that had long passed largely below the radar in depression research: childhood adversities such as emotional abuse, and chronic, ongoing stressful conditions. There is increasing recognition that chronic stress, such as challenging marital, financial and work conditions, is a robust predictor of depression [8] , as well as other psychopathologies, maladaptive behaviors, and poorer health outcomes [9, 10] . Similarly, childhood adversity exposure predicts adolescent and adult psychopathology [11, 12] . The impact of cumulative stress, especially measured as allostatic load, has also been the focus of efforts to understand depression and other forms of dysfunctional behavioral and medical health [13] . Thus, stress research warrants examination of early, chronic, continuing, cumulative, and proximal acute stress exposure. Moreover, there is growing evidence of the uniquely powerful role of interpersonal types of stress such as marital, family, and social relationships, losses, conflicts, and rejection in the prediction of depression especially in women [14, 15] .
Important shifts in definitions of stress and depression have also been accompanied by significant changes in models of associations between stress and depression. Much of research in recent decades was dominated by diathesis-stress paradigms, in which stress predicts depression, moderated by key vulnerability factors. Many research programs were largely focused on the diatheses, the vulnerability factors, with typically indirect or implicit recognition of stress. As investigators tested the diathesisstress models directly, it became clear that the stressdepression association, however, is not unidirectional, not static, and definitely not simple. Adults and children with histories of depression generate stressors in their lives, a bidirectional pattern portending continuing experiences of depression -and continuity of stress [16, 17] . Depressive symptoms themselves contribute to the occurrence of stressful events in people's lives, but stable dysfunctional characteristics of the depressed person also predict disruptions and stressors, particularly in interpersonal relationships [18, 19] . Thus, the link between stress and depression is bidirectional.
Furthermore, studies revealed that the stress-depression association is not static over time, with stressors playing progressively less of a role in triggering episodes over the clinical course of depression [20] [21] [22] . Also, some individuals appear to be 'sensitized' by experiences such as exposure to adversity in childhood, so that they are more likely to develop depression in response to later-occurring stressors compared to those not exposed or to develop depression at lower levels of exposure [23] [24] [25] . There is a growing body of research and theory on the ways in which stressful experiences including social relationships sculpt the brain and neuroendocrine systems at different developmental periods from prenatal through adolescence [26] [27] [28] .
Psychosocial moderators of associations between stress and depression
Over the past few decades several variables repeatedly emerged as robust predictors of risk for depression, both as main effects and as moderators, and sometimes mediators, of the effects of stress on depression. Demographic factors, such as female gender, younger (rather than old) age, and lower socioeconomic status predict higher rates of depressive disorders and symptoms [29, 30] in part because they are associated with acute and chronic stressors.
Clinical history factors, such as having a parent, especially a mother, with depression is a major risk factor for developing depression in youth [31, 32] , due to both genetic and parenting mechanisms, and family stress [33] . Personal history of prior depressive episodes is also a strong predictor of the risk of future depressions [34] , with successive episodes reducing the association between stress and depression in a 'kindling' pattern [21] .
For some years there has been a particular emphasis on depression-related cognition, biased and maladaptive perceptions emphasizing low self-worth, pessimism, futility, and exaggeration of the negative impact and meaning of events. Recent research on dysfunctional information-processing among depressed individuals reveals a variety of distinctive patterns including increased accessibility of, and greater difficulties disengaging from, negative material, and deficits in cognitive control leading to failure to inhibit irrelevant negative content, increasing the difficulty in 'recovering' from negative thoughts [35, 36 ].
Relatedly, ruminative response style is a dysfunctional trait-like pattern of response to negative experiences that typically intensifies and prolongs depressive symptoms [37] . Joining the list of prime predictors of depression or moderators of the stress-depression link, neuroticism is a core human trait reflecting the tendency to interpret the world as dangerous and threatening, coupled with negative emotional reactions in response to stress [38] and is highly predictive of mood and anxiety disorders [39, 40] . Certain personality traits or interaction styles potentially predictive of dysfunctional (and stressful) interpersonal relationships have also been linked with depression outcomes, including excessive reassuranceseeking, dependency, rejection sensitivity, insecure attachment style, and related dispositions ( [33] ; see also [10] ). Beyond the scope of the present review, a considerable amount of emerging research has focused on the genetic and neurobiological correlates of such traits and behaviors (e.g. [36 ,41 ] ).
Research on biological risk factors and mechanisms of stress effects on depression
The various risk factors for depression and links between stress and depression are now under intense scrutiny of their biological mechanisms, foremost among them the HPA axis stress response processes, but also including imaging studies of brain structure and function, and hormonal and neurotransmitter systems, and genetic candidates that are known to be associated with stress reactivity and emotional responding. Vast volumes of human and animal research on both normal and abnormal processes are too extensive to cover, so a few brief comments focus on recent human research.
Hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis
It has long been observed that depressed adult patients show several indicators of dysregulation of the HPA axis -some state-dependent but others trait-like -including altered basal levels of cortisol, disrupted homeostatic mechanisms of the HPA axis evidenced in abnormal responses to an exogenous steroids and/or abnormal patterns of reactivity to stressors [42, 43] . Glucocorticoids are widely dispersed throughout the brain, and in complex and developmentally programmed ways affect brain structures and functioning. Recent research also increasingly links HPA stress responses to immunological processes that may promote depression [14, 42] . Numerous studies have explored associations between cortisol and stress, including both natural and experimentally induced social-evaluative stress, and depression. However, there have been many inconsistencies in findings likely due to variations in methods, samples, age groups, types and age of stress, and cortisol methods -as well as mediation by genetic and biological processes (e.g. [43] [44] [45] [46] ) and it is concluded that much remains unclear about the mechanisms characterizing abnormal HPA reactions in depression [44, 47] .
Neural structure and function
Linkages of the HPA axis with multiple brain regions and functions, and a focus on emotion-relevant limbic structures in the brain, have led to emphasis on both structural/ functional consequences of excessive corticosteroid levels associated with major depression, and on abnormalities in neural networks encompassing the medial prefrontal cortex and limbic and striatal areas and particularly the amygdala and hippocampus. Frodyl and O'Keane [42] review evidence supporting the glucocorticoid cascade hypothesis, including changes in synaptic plasticity, reduced neurogenesis, and neuronal atrophy in which excessive stress exposure causes structural and functional neural damage mediated by excess cortisol. Such processes affect brain regions relevant to cognitive and emotional functioning, as well as neuroendocrine and autonomic functioning [48, 49] . Reviewers of the voluminous research acknowledge the complexity and often inconsistency of results, and tendencies toward reductionistic and unproven assumptions of causality are sometimes evident. Treadway and Pizzagalli [50] note that the differences between depressed and control samples are often contradictory across studies, and researchers thus have been unable to identify specific neural biomarkers that have treatment utility, and call for conceptual and methodological improvements [51 ] .
Genetic factors
It has long been known that depression runs in families, and is moderately heritable [52] . However, modern molecular genetic studies of candidate genes and genefinding methods have so far failed to find replicated evidence of single genes, and it is presumed that genetic influences are due to small effects of multiple genes, operating in complex ways in concert with neurobiological and environmental/experiential processes.
Candidate genes associated with stress and depression have become a major focus of attention. Hormung and Heim [53 ] review evidence emerging from numerous gene-environment (early life stress) interaction studies on SNPs of several genes apparently relevant to depressive phenomena. Their review also highlights the interaction of these genes and early life stress predicting putative intermediate phenotypes of depression, such as HPA axis responses to psychosocial stress in the laboratory, and structural and functional characteristics of the brain such as amygdala reactivity and hippocampal volume [53 ] . Interactions of multiple genes and stressors, issues of measurement quality, and sample size and replicability remain important considerations in this developing field, but it does seem evident that genetic factors help to explain variation in individual sequelae of early life stress.
Developments in the study of epigenetic processes are helping to illuminate the mechanisms by which stressful conditions affect outcomes. Increasingly applied to humans, these studies investigate stress-induced DNA methylation (and other) processes in the brain that alter gene expression. These studies focus largely on genes related to HPA axis functions, neurotransmission, and neuroplasticity [54] . Environmentally (stress) induced DNA methylation has been shown to have both shortterm and long-term effects and in some instances intergenerational effects [55 ] .
Integrative perspectives
Calls for integrative research across multiple levels of analysis have increased in frequency in recent years especially among those with developmental perspectives [41 ,56-58] . Many studies combine environmental and biological levels of analysis but results are generally incremental, based on small, heterogeneous samples, often cross-sectional designs, with a vast array of paradigms intended to assess similar constructs but differing enough to make it difficult to compare results and evaluate impact, and many not specifically including stress.
Research integrating across multiple levels has also emphasized the association among social and biological risk factors and mechanisms, specifically the effects of social interactions on stress processes and stress reactivity. The role of early life stress on HPA axis functioning and brain development contributing to stress reactivity and psychopathology [26] [27] [28] makes salient the likelihood that effects of the early environment on the developing child are mediated extensively through maternal care (e.g. [59] ). The quality of this intimate relationship has a powerful effect on infant and child outcomes and HPA axis development, and Hostinar and Gunnar [27] argue that social relationships are regulators of HPA axis functioning, including the ability to benefit from social supports during stress.
There are numerous recent and ongoing examples of integrative research (e.g. review by Gibb et al. [41 ] on gene Â cognition Â environment; see also [60] [61] [62] [63] ). Larger-scale longitudinal studies of multiple variables are among promising examples (e.g. Waters et al. [44] , and Washington University investigators [64 ] ). The stressdepression field is in the early phases of an exhilarating era of creative integration.
Conclusions
It was not long ago that stress was a silent partner in the diathesis-stress models of depression but is currently at the forefront as developmental and psychobiological models and methods bring new perspectives and techniques to the question of how and for which individuals do stressful conditions eventuate in depression. Future research needs to refine the phenotypes relevant to depression, increase relevance by using multiple levels of analysis (within individuals and across time/development), and promote communicability based on valid and shared methods in carefully characterized human samples with studies subjected to replication and aggregation. Critical elements pertinent to capturing bidirectional effects must be addressed to clarify causal and developmentally sensitive processes, and models need to be capable of exploring dynamic and transactional, rather than static and unidirectional, associations between elements. It cannot be assumed that predictors of child-adolescent onset are the same as adult onset, or that first onsets are the same as recurrent episodes. It must be recalled that stress effects are not specific to depression, and if linked to intermediate phenotypes will then require the search for applications to clinically significant chronic and recurrent depression. Much basic research is required to fill in gaps in essential knowledge of complex processes but ultimately the essential test should be whether our efforts are achieving understanding that leads to new and effective treatments for the widespread, debilitating and intergenerationally propagated phenomena of depression.
